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Tourism development in Aceh grows slowly. This is reasonable because of the unstable security condition and internal conflict there. Actually, Aceh has potential to be a tourism destination in South East Asia, because beauty of its nature is almost typical with some tourist favourite destinations.

After tsunami and peace agreement, Aceh start doing make over and rebuild its natural tourism potential. By providing more convinient accomodation and facilities for tourists.

In providing the accomodation not ignoring the balance and stability of nature which known as ECOTOURISM. All design approachment in Eco Tourism Natural Resort always connected with ecological princip to make the visitors feel the balance between mind, body and soul in a friendly environment.

The difference between Eco Tourism Natural resort with other kinds of resorts is because of this resort consist of 3 components which connected to each other “Architecture” ; “Enviroment” and “Community”.

Approached with Ecomimicri Lost paradigm theme, hopefully could composse a design whics is imitation of natural ecosystem and facilitated people to enjoy and respect the tourism site local environment.